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Abstract
Considering the inherent stochasticity and uncertainty,
predicting future video frames is exceptionally challenging.
In this work, we study the problem of video prediction by
combining interpretability of stochastic state space mod-
els and representation learning of deep neural networks.
Our model builds upon an variational encoder which trans-
forms the input video into a latent feature space and a
Luenberger-type observer which captures the dynamic evo-
lution of the latent features. This enables the decomposition
of videos into static features and dynamics in an unsuper-
vised manner. By deriving the stability theory of the non-
linear Luenberger-type observer, the hidden states in the
feature space become insensitive with respect to the initial
values, which improves the robustness of the overall model.
Furthermore, the variational lower bound on the data log-
likelihood can be derived to obtain the tractable posterior
prediction distribution based on the variational principle.
Finally, the experiments such as the Bouncing Balls dataset
and the Pendulum dataset are provided to demonstrate the
proposed model outperforms concurrent works.
1. Introduction
Videos contain rich information including features of ob-
jects and dynamics of objects in both spatial and temporal
dimensions. Human beings have uncanny abilities to dis-
tinguish different objects and correspondingly predict the
plausible future dynamic behaviors of these objects from
videos. This motivates the investigation of video predic-
tion in the computer vision community. With the develop-
ment of deep learning technology, video prediction has at-
tracted considerable attention with a variety of applications
reported, including precipitation nowcasting [36, 7, 37],
human motion prediction [42, 23, 10], and vision-based
robotic control [13, 8].
∗All correspondences concerning this paper should be ad-
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Current research of video prediction faces two critical
challenges, namely how to deal with uncertainties for the
future and how to extract effective representations of raw
videos. Researchers hold different perspectives on the first
issue. While some believe that only one future sequence
that is most likely to happen can be accepted under the as-
sumption of static environment, others reject this assump-
tion and believe stochastic video prediction is more mean-
ingful [39, 2, 27, 11]. We aim to follow the second strat-
egy as the environment in many real applications is not de-
terministic. Stochastic prediction requires more effective
video representations. In specific, learning a disentangled
representation can benefit a large number of downstream
tasks including object classification, localization, and track-
ing [16, 9, 41]. Researchers have made a great deal of
efforts to extract disentangled representations by using a
range of intuitive ways, such as directly decomposing the
representation into two components namely content (static
features) andmotion (dynamics). However, given a network
architecture, the current research cannot automatically find
the optimal ways to extract disentangled representation. In-
stead, they assume the artificially designed decomposition
methods fit the model structures without providing theoretic
justification. A more desired way would be let the model
choose the most suitable representation in view of its dy-
namics.
In parallel to the research of video prediction, stochastic
prediction and filtering for time-series data, in particular the
stochastic state space model, has demonstrated significant
progress. An assumption underlying the state space model
(e.g., the Luenberger observer) is that the observation such
as a video frame at a certain time is generated by the inter-
nal hidden states at the same instance. In the mean while,
the hidden states evolve according to a stochastic transition
function that is generally identified physically or numeri-
cally. The main advantage of the state space model is that
the hidden states are interpretable, which can be easily used
for downstream tasks such as control and planning. It is
worth noting that for many practical time-series problems,
the parametric form of the state space model is often known,
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and only a few parameters need to be identified via data
fitting. However, this requirement can hardly be satisfied
in video prediction tasks. Due to the high complexity of
video sequences, it is practically intractable to predefine the
canonical form of the specific state space model.
Motivated by the above discussions, we aim to de-
velop a novel video prediction approach by taking the com-
plementary advantages of the structure of the state-space
Luenberger-type observer and the method of variational in-
ference. An interpretable disentangled representation that
separates the static features and the dynamics is obtained
according to the given parameters of the proposed transi-
tion and emission matrices. With the help of the stability
theory, the robustness of the latent state is discussed for the
proposed network structure. Experimental results illustrate
the validity of this new model. The contributions of novelty
of this work are highlighted below:
1) A novel deep stochastic nonlinear state space model is
proposed to characterize the complex dynamics of the
environment from video data.
2) The proposed model is end-to-end trainable and disen-
tangles the static features and the dynamics of the raw
sequence data directly by using our specific structure.
3) The influence from the initial value of the hidden states
is shown to be insignificant based on the stability theory
of the nonlinear Luenberger-type observer, which makes
the model more robust and reliable.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the related works briefly. Section 3 presents back-
ground information and preliminary algorithms and meth-
ods. Section 4 describes the details of the proposed network
structure. The experiment settings and results are discussed
in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. The conclusion is drawn
finally in Section 7.
2. Related Work
Stochastic Video Prediciton. Early works have ad-
dressed the video prediction in the deterministic environ-
ments. In this situation, most of them use the mean squared
error loss function to generate realistic-looking images as
much similar as the ground truth. In order to tackle the
blurry predicted frame problem, they hope to introduce the
adversarially-trained models [15] to produce more natural-
istic and sharp video sequences [40, 26, 30]. Recently, some
results point out that the reason for generating blurry fu-
ture frames does not come from the model structure or the
trick for learning, but from the stochastic nature of video
prediction. One main approach is to use the variational in-
ference such as the variational auto-encoders (VAEs) and
other variants to explore the stochastic video prediction, see
[22, 17, 3, 4] for details. For example, [3] has applied the
VAEs to predict the possible future, which can be sampled
from the latent variables. Combing graphs and variational
recurrent neural network [6], a graph-structured VRNN has
been proposed in [38] to learn to integrate temporal infor-
mation with partially observed visual evidence. In [12], the
Kalman VAE has been introduced to describe the evolution
of the world, which is similar to our work. However, they
used the hidden states from the linear time-varying Gaus-
sian state space model and the robustness from the initial
value of the hidden states had not been taken into account.
Disentangled Representation. Up to now, the idea of
disentangled representation has already been investigated
for video prediction. It is important and wonderful if we can
learn an useful and interpretable representation for the un-
supervised learning, which can be transfered into the down-
stream tasks such as object detections or recognitions with-
out any difficulties. It should be pointed out that, most of the
existing literature extracted the disentangled representation
only from some certain heuristic perspective. For instance,
[17] has proposed a Decompositional Disentangled Predic-
tive Auto-Encoder (DDPAE) to automatically learn the la-
tent disentanglement in the unsupervisedway, where the ex-
tracted representation are separated two components artifi-
cially, a time-invariant content vector and a time-dependent
pose vector. In [40], two different neural network encoders
have been presented to learn to decompose the motion and
content by using image differences and one single frame
separately. [19] has proposed the Sequential Attend-Infer-
Repeat (SQAIR) in order to achieve temporally consistent
reconstructions and learn an interpretable hidden variables.
Recently, in [42], a Parts, Structure, and Dynamics (PSD)
model has been investigated to recognize the obeject parts,
compose the hierarchical structure and predict the dynam-
ics. Different from the results mentioned above, in order to
extract a useful disentangled representation, our work pro-
poses a novel specific structure based on the observability
for the state space models, which is the first yet theoretical
attempt to tackle such challenge.
Deep State Space Models. In classical system theory,
the dynamics is analyzed and controlled typically by struc-
turing the state space model, which has shown to be a pow-
erful tool. There are a variety of classical prediction and
filtering techniques for different types of the transition func-
tion and noises. To be specific, the Kalman filtering in [18]
is the optimal filtering algorithm in the sense of minimum-
variance for linear Gaussian state space model, which mini-
mizes the filtering error covariance at each time step. In re-
cent years, some initial results have been reported by mak-
ing full use of the methods of state space models and deep
learning technology to improve the interpretability of the
representations and the approximation of the highly nonlin-
earity in the stochastic environment, see [31, 14, 44, 34, 32].
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In [20], Deep Variational Bayes Filters (DVBFs) mainly fo-
cused on the combination for the classical Kalman filter-
ing while assuming the transitions satisfy the linear Gaus-
sian state space condition. Similar with the DVBFs, [29]
has proposed a Recurrent Neural Filter (RNF) to provide
a more realistic estimation and prediction in the stochas-
tic environments, which decoupled the state transition and
update steps. It should be mentioned that, almost all ex-
isting works have not discussed the observability and the
stability for their proposed deep state space models, which
is extremely crucial because the uniqueness and the accu-
racy of the prediction for the hidden states are decided by
these properties.
3. Preliminaries
3.1. Stochastic State Space Models
Considering the stochastic nonlinear state space models
in the following: {
zk+1 =f (zk, wk) ,
yk =g (zk, vk)
(1)
where f(·) and g(·) are the nonlinear functions that repre-
sent known transition and emission processes respectively.
zk ∈ Rn is the hidden state, yk ∈ Rm is the observa-
tion from sensors such as cameras. The stochastic vari-
ables wk ∈ Rw and vk ∈ Rv are the transition and emis-
sion process noises. The main tasks for prediction and fil-
tering is to calculate the posterior probability distribution
P (zk+1|y1:k) andP (zk|y1:k) seperately, with a given start-
ing state z0.
3.2. Linear Steady-state Kalman Filter
For the linear Gaussian time-invariant systems, the gen-
eral state space models in (1) are rewritten as follows:{
zk+1 =Azk + wk,
yk =Czk + vk
(2)
where zk and yk stand for the hidden state and the observa-
tion. A and C are known transition and emission matrices
with compatible dimensions. wk and vk are assumed as
Gaussian noises with zero-means and covariances Q > 0
and R > 0, respectively. The classical Kalman filter struc-
ture can be established at instant k in [18]
Prediction
zˆk|k−1 = Azˆk−1|k−1, (3)
Filtering
zˆk|k = zˆk|k−1 +Kk
(
yk − Czˆk|k−1
)
, (4)
where the gain matrix satisfies
Kk = Pk|k−1C
T
(
CPk|k−1C
T +R
)−1
,
Pk|k−1 = APk−1|k−1A
T +Q,
Pk|k = (I −KkC)Pk|k−1. (5)
According to the knowledge of system theory, for a lin-
ear time invariant system, if (A,C) is observable, the clas-
sical Kalman filter described above can be replaced by a
steady-state Kalman filter, which has the time invariant gain
matrixK satisfying limk→∞Kk = K . In addition, the nec-
essary and sufficient condition is given in the following for
the observability of (A,C)
rank
[
CT ATCT · · ·
(
AT
)n−1
CT
]
= n. (6)
3.3. Stable Luenberger-type Observer
In practice, the initial value z0 of the hidden state zk in
(2) is usually unknown and difficult to be obtained directly.
The selection of the initial value has a great influence on
the filtering performance of the filter. Therefore, we need
to seek the filtering algorithm which is robustness for the
initial value.
For the steady-state Kalman filter in Section 3.2, by sub-
mitting (4) into (3), one has:
zˆk+1|k = Azˆk|k
=Azˆk|k−1 +AK
(
yk − Czˆk|k−1
)
=Azˆk|k−1 + L
(
yk − Czˆk|k−1
)
(7)
which is called Luenberger-type Observer. As such, we can
see that the steady-state Kalman filter is only a special case
of the Luenberger-type observer. In [24], if (A,C) is ob-
servable, theoretically, there always exists a observer gain
L which can guarantee the global asymptotic stability of
the hidden state errors. The strict mathematical form is as
follows:
lim
k→∞
‖zk − zˆk|k−1‖ = 0, ∀zˆ1|0, z1. (8)
Therefore, according to the stability of the hidden state er-
rors, it is negligible from the influence of unknown initial
state value for a stable Luenberger-type observer.
3.4. Variational Auto-Encoders
A variational auto-encoder (VAE) in [22] optimizes a
variational lower bound on the data log-likelihood. To be
specific, the data log-likelihood can be factorized by
Pθ(x) =
∫
Pθ(x, z)dz =
∫
Pθ(x|z)Pθ(z)dz. (9)
In order to deal with the inference task, it is critical to ob-
tain the posterior distribution Pθ(z|x), which is analytically
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intractable. VAE uses a parametric distribution qφ(z|x) that
constructed by a neural network to approximate the poste-
rior distribution. By using the variational principle, the vari-
ational lower bound on the marginal likelihood is derived in
the following:
logPθ(x) ≥ Eqφ(z|x) [logPθ(x|z)] −KL(qφ(z|x)‖Pθ(z)) .
4. Deep Variational Luenberger-type Observer
From the point of the view of the state space models, a
common assumption is that the hidden state zk ∈ R
n con-
tains more information than the observable yk ∈ Rm, which
means m ≤ n. However, in VAEs, the hidden variables
are essentially only the feature extractions or compressions
of the observations. It is not appropriate to construct the
state space models with such partially hidden variables di-
rectly. On the other hand, if the raw video data are taken
as the visual measurement without any preprocessing, the
dimension of state-space hidden variables will be too high,
which greatly increases the calculating burden. Therefore,
we adopt a compromise approach to balance the amount of
information and the burden of the computing. To be spe-
cific, the original image is firstly compressed into a low-
dimensional space by using an auto-encoder, and then a rel-
atively high-dimensional hidden state is constructed by us-
ing extracted low-dimensional space feature to satisfy the
basic assumption and structure of stochastic nonlinear state
space models.
Compared with the pixel levels of the images, what we
really want to extract is the higher level semantic features
of the frames from the video, such as the appearances of the
objects, colors and so on. Furthermore, we want to learn
how objects move or how colors change from the extracted
high-level semantic feature sequences. Therefore, it is rea-
sonable for us to construct the proposed network structure
with an auto-encoder of this paper.
4.1. Disentangled Representation
Assuming that the image information from the video can
be compressed into a high level feature yk by an encoder
yk = ϕ
enc (xk) and reconstructed by the decoder xk =
ϕdec (yk), and set the ideal hidden state zk and the feature
yk satisfying the following state space models:{
zk+1 =Azk + fθ (zk, hk) + wk,
yk =Czk + vk
(10)
where A and C are given matrices with compatible dimen-
sions, andwk and vk are the stochastic noises. The function
fθ stands for the part of the nonlinearity. fθ is chosen as
a GRU module in this paper, where hk is the hidden state
for GRU. It should be mentioned that, it is not necessary to
assume that the hidden variable zk satisfies the first-order
Markov property by using the GRU cells, which greatly ex-
pands the scope of application of the classical state space
models. In (10), the initial hidden variable z0 is unknown.
Before presenting our network structure, we first discuss
the selection of parameters for A and C. In order to learn a
relatively interpretable representation, we can giveC statis-
fying
C =
[
I 0
]
. (11)
In this way, we essentially divide the hidden variable
zk into two parts. The former part can be understood as
the static feature of each frame in the video, which is ex-
tracted from one image directly. The latter part is the dy-
namics from the video sequences. Interestingly, we only
use the paremeter structure of matrix C to disentangle the
representation without any additional supervised informa-
tion. Moreover, we can select matrix A as
A =
[
I I
0 I
]
, (12)
which is easily known that the matrices A and C guarantee
the condition of the observability in Section 3.2.
4.2. Deep Stable Luenberger-type Observer
Moreover, we assume that the latent state probability dis-
tribution to be zˆk+1 ∼ N
(
µk+1; diag
(
σ2k+1
))
and the ini-
tial latent state satisfies zˆ0 ∼ N (0; I).
Combined with the structure of the Luenberger-type ob-
server, we introduce our approach for predicting the µk+1
and hk+1 in the following
[µˆk+1, hk+1] = fθ (zˆk, hk)
µk+1 = Azˆk + µˆk+1 + Lp (yk − Czˆk)
diag
(
σ2k+1
)
= Σφ (hk+1) (13)
where Σφ is our variance generation model parameterized
by φ, Lp is the observer gain matrix to be learned.
Now, we will discuss the stability for our neural-network
Luenberger-type observer. The following definition is
needed in deriving our main results.
Definition 1 [35] The nonlinear function f(·) satisfies the
Lipschitz condition, if there exists a constant K satisfying
|f(a)− f(b)| ≤ K|a− b| ∀a, b. (14)
From Section 3.3, there always exists an observer gain
matrix Lp for linear time invariant system to satisfy the sta-
bility condition of the hidden state errors. In fact, a large
number of results concerning the stability problem have
been reported for nonlinear Luenberger-type observer. Nec-
essary conditions for the existence of the stable observer
gain Lp has been obtained in [1] and [43] which satisfy
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1) (A,C) is observerble; 2) nonlinear function satisfies the
Lipschitz condition. Fortunately, most of the basic neural
network architectures, such as LSTM and GRU, satisfy the
Lipschitz condition. Therefore, it is possible and feasible
to obtain a stable observer gain Lp for our proposed frame-
work.
4.3. Variational Lower Bound
Based on the similar variational techniques in [22] and
[21], we can optimize θ, φ and Lp by maximizing the evi-
dence lower bound (ELBO). The loss function is derived as
follows:
logPθ(x1:T )
= log
∫
z1:T
qφ(z1:T |x1:T )
qφ(z1:T |x1:T )
Pθ(x1:T |z1:T )Pθ(z1:T )dz1:T
≥
∫
z1:T
qφ(z1:T |x1:T ) log
Pθ(z1:T )Pθ(x1:T |z1:T )
qφ(z1:T |x1:T )
dz1:T
= E
qφ(z1:T |x1:T )
[logPθ(x1:T |z1:T )]
−KL(qφ(z1:T |x1:T )‖Pθ(z1:T ))
=
T∑
t=1
E
qφ(zt|z1:t−1,x1:T )
[logPθ (xt|zt)]
−KL(qφ(z1:T |x1:T )‖Pθ(z1:T )) . (15)
Subsequently, according to the factorization of
KL(qφ(z1:T |x1:T )‖Pθ(z1:T )), we can easily obtain
KL (qφ(z1:T |x1:T )‖Pθ(z1:T )) (16)
=
∫
z1
· · ·
∫
zT
qφ (z1|x1:T ) . . . qφ (zT |z1:T−1, x1:T )
× log
Pθ (z1, · · · , zT )
qφ (z1|x1:T ) . . . qφ (zT |z1:T−1, x1:T )
dz1:T
=KL(qφ (z1|x1:T ) ‖Pθ (z1))
+
T∑
t=2
E
qˆφ
[KL (qφ (zt|z1:t−1, x1:T ) ‖Pθ (zt|z1:t−1))]
where qˆφ = qφ (zt−1|z1:t−2, x1:T ).
Combining (15) and (16), the following variational
bound is obtained as
logPθ(x1:T ) (17)
≥
T∑
t=1
E
qφ(zt|z1:t−1,x1:T )
[logPθ (xt|zt)]
−KL(qφ (z1|x1:T ) ‖Pθ (z1))
−
T∑
t=2
E
q¯φ
[KL (qφ (zt|z1:t−1, x1:T ) ‖Pθ (zt|z1:t−1))]
where q¯φ = qφ (zt−1|z1:t−2, x1:T ).
Figure 1. Our prediction framework. The input data is inserted in
the left part of the dotted line, and then the frame generation model
generates predicted images in the right part.
Figure 2. Deep Variational Luenberger-type Observer
The first term corresponds to the reconstruction error.
The second term stands for the regularization of the hid-
den state z1, which is generated by the initial state z0.
It should be noted that, the third term uses the future in-
formation xt+1:T of the video sequence to inference the
current hidden state zt. In [29], linear Kalman filter and
smoother have been used in order to use the future informa-
tion, which based on the assumption that the hidden vari-
ables are mapped to a linear time-varying state space model.
Although more accurate inference for zt can be obtained
theoretically by using the future information, the optimal
smoother is not easy to construct for nonlinear systems.
In addition, it is difficult to verify the fact that their linear
smoother constructed from [29] is better than using a pre-
dictor directly in a nonlinear state space model theoretically.
On the other hand, our goal is to predict video frame. The
construction of smoother is not necessary for our task of this
paper. Therefore, we directly use the predictor (observer)
qφ (zt|z1:t−1, x1:t−1) to approximate qφ (zt|z1:t−1, x1:T ),
which means zt is inferred only from the past and current
frames x1:t−1 in our framework. The entire model is dif-
ferentiable. With the reparametrization trick [22], the pa-
rameters θ, φ and Lp can be jointly optimized by stochastic
backpropagation technique.
5. Experiment Settings
It should be mentioned that, the following experiment
results are not complete. The rest is still in progress, in
which, we will add the some more complex and authorita-
tive video datasets to illustrate the effectiveness for our pro-
posed model. And the disentangled repressentation for the
5
Algorithm 1 : The learning progress for deep variational
Luenberger-type observer
Step 1. Sample the datapoint x1:T from the video sequenses. Se-
lect the initial state value which guarantees the condition for
zˆ0 ∼ N (0; I);
Step 2. For the time step k, obtain the compressed image feature
yk via the encoder satisfying yk = ϕ
enc (xk);
Step 3. Predicting the mean µk+1 and the variance diag
(
σ2k+1
)
of
the latent state zˆk+1 from the addressed structures (13);
Step 4. Compute the predicted image feature yˆk+1 from the emis-
sion equation yˆk+1 = Czˆk+1, the then reconstruct the
image xˆk+1 by the decoder xˆk+1 = ϕ
dec (yˆk+1). Set
k = k + 1. If k < T , go to Step 2, else go to Step 6;
Step 6. Calculate the variational lower bound in (17) according to
µ1:T , µˆ1:T , σ1:T , x1:T and xˆ1:T ;
Step 7. Obtain the gradients with respect to θ, φ and Lp in (13),
and then update θ, φ and Lp by using ADAM.
Step 8. If the termination condition is not satisfied, then go to Step
1, else stop.
static and dynamic features will alse be given in the future.
Our goal of this paper is to predict the future images for
the given video input. The main contribution of our ad-
dressed approach is to increase the robustness of the hidden
initial state value, and according to a specific network struc-
ture, we can disentangle the representation into two com-
ponents: static feature and dynamics. Compared with the
state-of-the-art video prediction methods such as DDPAE
[17], MCnet [40] and DeepRNN[33] as baselines, we eval-
uate the effectiveness of our model using two datasets,
namely the Bouncing Balls dataset [12] and the Pendulum
dataset [5]. The specific prediction process and structure
can be seen in Figs. 1-2.
5.1. Datasets
We evaluate our model on the following datasets:
Bouncing Balls Dataset. The dataset includes frame se-
quences of length 20 where the size of image is resized as
64 × 64. The characteristic of bouncing ball experiment
is that the ball rolls in the boundary of the plane. The ball
bounces off when the it hits the boundary, which means the
true dynamics are highly dependent on the current position
and speed of the ball. There are 5850 training, 650 validat-
ing and 1500 testing sequences created from the Bouncing
Balls dataset.
PendulumDataset. The dataset consists of sequences of
length 20 from simple simulated pendulum. All images are
of size 64 × 64. The pendulum swings left and right in the
vedio sequences. The dynamics of the pendulum depends
on the height and swinging direction information. There are
3600 training, 400 validating and 1000 testing sequences
created from the Pendulum dataset.
5.2. Models and Training
L Encoder. At each time instant, the input image is first
converted to one-dimensional data via the encoder network.
The input frames are first scaled down by a 4-layer down-
sample networks. Each downsample layer consists of a con-
volutional layer with a stride of 2, a batch normalization
layer and a ReLU layer. The size of feature map is halved
layer by layer, and the number of channels is doubled layer
by layer. After 4 layers of downsampling, the dimension
reduction and channel fusion are performed by a 1× 1 con-
volutional layer with a channel dimension of 128. Finally,
the global average pooling layer is connected to obtain the
static feature vector yk corresponding to the input frame.
Decoder. At each time step, the predicted static feature
yk can be decoded by the decoder into the corresponding
predicted image frame xk, which is the size of 64 × 64.
The decoder consists of five layers of upsampling, and the
upsampling structure of each layer is consistent and the pa-
rameters are different. The upsampling layer is composed
of a deconvolution, a BN layer, and a ReLU layer. The
channel number for each layer corresponds to the encoder
mentioned above.
Transition Function/Predictor. Our transition func-
tion/predicter includes two parts: linear and nonlinear fun-
tions. The specific expression is zk+1 = Azk + fθ (zk, hk).
The matrix A is given in (12), and the nonlinear funtion
fθ (zk, hk) is designed by using a GRU cell. To be specific,
The GRU unit has only one layer, and the dimensions of
the input zk and the hidden historical state hk are 256 and
512, respectively. Since theoutput dimension of the GRU is
512, we connect a fully connected layer to get the predicted
latent state zk+1 with a dimension of 256.
Emission Function. We use the form yk = Czk as our
emission function, where the parameter of the matrix C is
selected in (11).
Luenberger-type Observer. We extract the static and
dynamic information of a given input sequence through our
proposed deep Luenberger-type observer. The specific form
is zˆk+1 = Azˆk + fθ (zˆk, hk) + Lp (yk − Czˆk). The struc-
ture of the one and second parts are the same as the trasition
function/predictor. The last part can be considered as a cor-
rector. The matrix Lp has a learnable parameter. However,
in this paper, to simplify the train process, the matrix Lp is
fixed as Lp =
[
0.9I 0.1I
]T
.
During the training, we take a video sequence of length
20 as a sample. The raw images are compacted and recon-
structed by our encoder, emission function and decoder, re-
spectively. The first 10 frames of the input generate recon-
structed images through our observer model, and the last
10 frames are trained using the transition function/predictor
model. The specific training process has been expressed in
Algorithm 1.
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Figure 3. Predicted results for Bouncing Balls dataset.
6. Results and Discussion
Experiment results are shown in Figs. 3-4. Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4 depict the predicted frames from our model and
baselines for the Bouncing Balls dataset and the pendulum
dataset, respectively. The first row is the input for the first
10 frames, the second row is the ground truth for the last
10 frames. The next few rows are the predicted results
of DDPAE[17], ConvLSTM[36], DeepRNN[33] and ours.
The MSE between the ground truth and the prediction of
these methods for each dataset can be seen in Table 1. Here,
MSE means the mean square error. It is worth noting that
in the pendulum experiment, DDPAE[17] did not learn the
motion information of the pendulum. The main reason is
that DDPAE assumed that the object information is time-
invariant only from the heuristic perspective. It is difficult
for DDPAE to judge whether the pendulums are in different
positions from the same one or are the different objects for a
given sequence. Our model effectively distinguishes static
features and dynamics by introducing our addressed deep
state space models.
In future work, we aim to extract a more useful and well-
interpretable representation which can be easily used for the
downsteam task. The results of [25] has demonstrated the
fact that the unsupervised disentanglement learning without
inductive biases is theoretically impossible, and it is neces-
sary to use some supervised signals from [28] in order to
obtain an ideal disentangled representation. As such, our
compressed feature yk can further serve as an interface of
supervise signals to better guide the learning of meaningful
features.
7. Conclusions
This paper studied the video prediction problem which
remained a challenging and demanding task due to the
high-dimensionality and stochastic complexity of video se-
quences. We proposed a new deep state space model called
the Deep Variational Luenberger-type Observer to extract
the disentangled representations from the video. A salient
Figure 4. Predicted results for Pendulum dataset.
Method MSE (Bouncing
Balls dataset)
MSE (Pendulum
dataset)
DDPAE[17] 5.370 10.389
ConvLSTM[36] 1.973 17.863
DeepRNN[33] 4.238 10.792
Ours 3.084 5.535
Table 1. MSE Results for Bouncing Balls dataset and Pendulum
dataset
feature of this model lied in its ability to take any initial
states and converge to the optimal states, which made the
training easier and the model more robust. The experimen-
tal studies were explored to substantiate the performance
and effectiveness of the video prediction model derived in
this paper.
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